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THE FUNCTIONS OF HAVE IN ENGLISH
by allaliail ce C pa ck

present forms past forms

he she it has he she it had
I1 you we they have I1 you we they had

1aaa HAVE as the main verb

1 verb alone the verb HAVE takes a noun object

subject verb object

he has a car
she has a cold
they had a fight
I1 have the books
they have money

2 with a modal and verb use base form of HAVE after a modal

subject ver

subject modal verb HAVE object

he may have a car
she might have a cold
I1 should have the books
they must have money
they will have a fight

3 with the auxiliary HAVE use past participle form of HAVE thadhad after
the auxiliary HAVE

A auxiliary verb
subject HAVE pepPPPIP object

he has had a car
she has had a cold

have had the books
they have had money
they had had a fight

4 with a modal and auxiliary HAVE use base form of auxiliary HAVE after
a modal and the past participle form of the verb after HAVE

auxiliary verb PPrsubject modal HAVE HAVE object

he might have had a car
she could have had a cold
I1 should have had the books last week
they must have had money
they could have had a fight

continued on page 100
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5 with auxiliary BE Ususinausinqusinginginq form of verb having after BE

subject be onging form object
she is having a good time
he is having a haircut
we are having a party
they are having trouble with their car
they are having a fight
we were having fun

6 with modal and auxiliary BE use base form of BE after a modal
ing form of HAVE after BE

auxiliary verb HAVE
subject modal BE onging form object
she could be having a good time
he should be having a haircut
you must be having a party
they might be having trouble with their car
they could be having a fight
they will be having dinner here

7 with auxiliaries HAVE and BE use past participle of BE been after
HAVE and ing form of verb having after BE

auxiliary auxiliary verb HAVE
subject HAVE BE PP ing form object
she has been having a good time
they have been having trouble with their car
he has been having a party every week
they had been having a fight

8 with modal auxiliaries HAVE and BE use base form of HAVE after a
modal past participle of BE been after HAVE and ing form of verb
after BE

auxiliary auxiliary verb
subject modal HAVE PP BE PP ing form object
she could have been having a good time
he could have been having a haircut
they might have been having trouble with their car
you must have been having a party
she might have been havhavinging her dinner
they might have been having a fight

11 HAVE as an auxiliary

1 HAVE as an auxiliary is always followed by the past participle
of the verb which follows

subject auxiliary verb appp
he has read the book several times
we have finished our work
you havent done your assignment
I1 have completed the task
I1 had attended school in my own country

before I1 came here continued on page 16
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continued from page 10
2 if the auxiliary BE is used with the auxiliary HAVE the past participle of BE
is used following the form HAVE the ing form of the verb follows BEEN

subject auxiliary be appp verb ing form

they have been taking a test for the past hour
he has been reading that book for a long time
you havent been working on your assignment
3
3 the simple form of the auxiliary HAVE is used if a modal is used

subject modal auxiliary verb appp

we could have gone to town with them
you should have done your assignment
I1 may have forgotten the address

the third article of this series the functions of do and can in english will appear in the next issue
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